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Chapterr  5 
Thee Executable Program Interpretatio n 
forr  Dynamic First Order Logic 

5.11 Introductio n 
Inn this chapter we will introduce the DFOL perspective on the "formulas as pro-
grams1'' paradigm as presented in [AB98]. In essence, by interpreting formulas as 
actionss on a certain data structure, and having such actions respect the semantics 
off  the corresponding formulas, we obtain a programming language that possesses 
bothh the power of imperative programming and a declarative semantics. We will 
givee some background on formulas as programs, sketch the computational process 
approximationn to DFOL(U) as proposed in [vE98b], and suggest some extensions. 
Thiss is not how we will ultimately implement Dynamo, but it is provided to give 
somee insight on the use of DFOL extensions for programming. 

5.22 FOL and Programming 

Thee idea of using FOL as a programming language is not new: a language con-
sistingg of formulas in the Horn fragment of FOL was presented in [Kow74], and 
markedd the start of the development of the logic programming field. The benefit 
off  having a declarative semantics for a programming language is that it makes 
programss easier to understand, modify and verify, since having a dual reading of 
aa program as a logical formula makes it much simpler to reason about its cor-
rectness.. The problem with the Horn fragment was that it was not expressive 
enoughh for programming purposes. Prolog, the first logic programming language, 
wass then extended in order to reach the desired expressivity, but many of the ex-
tensionss were extralogicai. arbitrary programs cannot be read as logical formulas 
anymore,, and soundness and completeness results have not yet been conclusively 
extendedd to programs including negation. Also, even 'pure1 PROLOG programs 
cann be hard and unintuitive to verify in a rigorous way, in part because of the 
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usee of recursion. To remedy the situation without sacrificing too much expres-
sivity,, Apt and Bezem [AB98] proposed a different approach, called formulas as 
programs,programs, where a computation mechanism is suggested that relies exclusively 
onn the basics of first order logic and replaces recursion with (bounded) iteration. 
Thee core idea is to consider the expression v = t, where v is a variable and t is a 
term,, as an assignment if the value of v is not known, and as a test if it is. If t 
iss not a grounded expression, the procedure returns an error. For any valuation 
a,a, we say that a term (or atom) is a-closed if all variables appearing in it have a 
valuee under a; an expression of the form v = t is called an a-assignment; if v is 
aa variable, t is a term, and v is not a-closed but t is. 

Thiss approach was extended in a number of ways: non-recursive procedures, 
sortssorts (ie types), arrays, and bounded quantification (bounded iteration and bounded 
choice).. Recently there has been work on viewing FOL as a constraint logic pro-
grammingg language [AV02], introducing the possibility of storing non-grounded 
atomss as constraints, which greatly reduces the number of cases in which an error 
iss returned. 

5.33 Computational Process Approximation s to 
DFOL(U) ) 

Followingg this approach, our process approximation to DFOL(U) results from in-
terpretingg identity statements, in suitable contexts, as assignment actions, and 
existentiall  quantification as «nassignment actions. That is, when a variable be-
comess existentially quantified, any value it might have assigned is lost, and it 
becomess free to be assigned again. The reason for this is given by the semantics 
off  DFOL(U): let's review what the syntax and semantics of DFOL(U) were. 

5.3.11 DFOL(U) 

Lett a first order signature be given. We assume that variables can be built from a 
sett VAR of initial variables by means of appending indices. Let ƒ and P range over 
thee function and relation symbols, with arities n as specified by the signature. 
Wee assume that terms range over the natural numbers, and that ƒ and P denote 
recursivee functions and predicates on N. As stated in Definition 1.4.12, the terms 
andd formulas of DFOL(U) over this signature are given by: 

TERMSS := vtl tn \ ft (Terms) 
FORMSS := 3v \ Pt \ tx = t2 | -.((0)) | <f> x- <j> 2 \ {fa U <j> 2) (Formulas) 

wheree v € VAR, t,tut2 6 TERMS, t E TERMS x  x TERMS, and fafa,<fa € 
FORMS. . 
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Inn Definition 1.4.16 we introduced the semantics of DPL and extensions, and 
hintedd at an alternative way to interpret the semantics of a formula 0, as a 
functionn from assignments to sets of assignments. Let's spell that interpretation 
outt in more detail: 

5.3.1.. DEFINITION. [Functional Interpretation of DFOL(u) in a model M = 
(£>,ƒ)]]  For N,NUN2 e N,Mi,* 2 <E TERMS, 

(v[tl}---[t(v[tl}---[t nn}Y }Y 

(ƒ«!! ' 

w. . 
[Ptl-[Ptl-  tn]a 

[tl[tl  = t2]8 

PH H 

W1. . 

[<f>i;<h]s [<f>i;<h]s 

[4n[4n u <hh 

:= = 

:= = 

:= = 

:= = 

:= = 

:= = 

:= = 

:= = 

:= = 

*K,..,tft ) ) 

Hm~< Hm~< 
0 0 

rr  {S}  if («; o 
[[  0 otherwise. 

JJ {s} itt{  = t2 

[[  0 otherwise. 
K G D V || S' ~„  s} 

|| W if 10]. = 0 
11 0 otherwise. 

(JIM **  1 s' e [0i]J 
[0l] ,, u [<hh 

e / ( P) ) 

Wee extend the logic with the following constructs: 

in in 

 = N2;<f>],  iSNx<N2 

otherwise. . 

U[vU[v = t2;<j>] 8 if *f < * | 
otherwise. . 

Inn this interpretation of formulas as functions from valuations to sets of valuations, 
existentiall  quantification would require the set [3a;], to consist of all the valuations 
uu such that s ~x u. Since our domain D is usually N, computing this set is not 
possible.. Therefore, by uninitializing the variable, we simply desist from trying 
alll  possible values of x, in favor of trying to find those that make the rest of the 
formulaa true. 

Computationn states are partial maps from the set of variables to values in the 
domainn of quantification; if a state s does not have a value for v but does have 
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valuess for all variables occurring in t, then v = t and t = v can be interpreted as 
instructionss to extend s with the pair {v,ts). 

Whatt we want from an executable process interpretation is the following: (1) 
iff  the interpretation computes an answer valuation, then that answer is correct 
accordingg to the semantics of DFOL, and (2) if the executable process inter-
pretationn returns a negative answer then there are no answers according to the 
semanticss of DFOL. 

Thiss notion can be formalized as follows. Let A be the set of all possible 
valuations,, ie {s 6 Dx \ X C VAR} . We introduce the notation ts =1 when 
tt is s-closed and t* =t when it is not. A set of computed states may contain 
ann uninformative state , signifying that at least one computation attempt was 
givenn up. We measure the degree of informativeness of an answer by means of a 
suitablee ordering C on V(A U ) defined by: 

AA C B :^ (  € A A A - }  C B) V (  £ A A A = B). 

Thiss makes (^(.AU ) into a complete partial order (CPO), with }  as 
bottomm element. 

Forr szA, let s° := {b € £>VAR | s C b}. Let «° := . Lif t this operation to 
subsetss of A U }  by means of A° := \JsGA s°. 

Then,, a computation procedure F : L —  A -> V(A U , where L is a 
languagee of DFOL, is a faithful approximation of DFOL if for all 0 G L, all 
ss G A' 

Thee computational strengths of procedures F, G : L -> A —  V(A U , 
cann be compared by lifting our C ordering to the level of computation maps, as 
follows: : 

FF Q G :=  V0 E L Vs € A : F+{s) Q G$(s). 

AA computation procedure G is a better approximation to DFOL than F if F C. G 
andd G is faithful to DFOL. In [vE98b], a computation mechanism faithful to 
DFOLL is presented; we will now give a brief review, and present an improvement 
onn it. 

5.3.2.. DEFINITION. [State] The output a (alt. b , . . .) of a computation is repre-
sentedd as a triple (a,ga, la) ({b,gb

1l
b),...), where a is a valuation, ga is a list of 

globalglobal variables, meaning those that are not existentially quantified, and la is a 
listt of local or existentially quantified variables. The reason for this is the inter-
actionn between the use of equality as assignment and the treatment of negation: 
intuitively,, we consider the evaluation of -\<j>  to fail if the evaluation of <j>  succeeds 
withoutwithout making global assignments. We want to distinguish between cases in which 
extensionn of the input assignment occurs inside a negated formula from the "nor-
mal""  case in which it occurs in a positive context. We call unsafe those cases 
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inn which extension of the input assignment occurs during evaluation of negated 
formulas,, because they result in, well, unsafe conclusions. For example, we want 
thee formula x = 1 to succeed on the empty assignment e (and assign 1 to i ) , but 
wee do not want ->(x = 1) to fail on e, as it would mean that there is no x that is 
equall  to 1. Note that the formula ->(3ar; x = I) must fail on any input; hence the 
needd to distinguish between variables that are local, ie existentially quantified, 
andd global, or free. In cases where a computation would be unsafe or there is 
insufficientt data to perform it, we 'give up' on the computation, and its output 
wil ll  be the  state. Then, our state for the executable process interpretation 
functionn is of type ((A x PfVAR) x P(VAR)) U , and our executable interpre-
tationn function proper is of type FORMS x ((A x P(VAR) x 7>(VAR)) U ) -
{A{A x -P(VAR) x 7?(VAR)}  U , where (Ti U T2) means "either type Tx or type 
T2". . 

5.3.3.. DEFINITION. [Safe states] A state b is safe for (a,ga,la) if b #  and 
ll aaUgUgbb Cdom{a). 

5.3.4.. DEFINITION. [Risky states] A set of states B is risky for (a, ga, la) if B ^ 0, 
butt no member b of B is safe for (a, ga, la). 

5.3.5.. DEFINITION. [Executable process interpretation for DFOL] 

M ( - )) == } 

{ {(o,, ga, la)}  if Pti  tn a-closed, Ph  t„  € I(P), 

00 if Pti  U a-closed, Ph  tn t I(P), 
 if Pti  tnnot a-closed. 

ttatWa.ffV)ttatWa.ffV) := {(a-{v/va},g°,l*U{v})} 

ff  {(a,g",la)} ifM(*,9c 

M ( a , $ V B )) := I 0 if3b€m(a,9a,nuithbsafefor(atg°,l») 

ff  {(a,$Va)}  t /M(a,f f
o,n = 0 

<< 0 if 3 b € Wft(a,ga,la)wih b safe for(a,ga,l 

[[ }  if M ( a , s Va ) is risky for {a,ga,la) 
Mi;<hMa,9Mi;<hMa,9aa,l,laa)) :=  U { M 0 > ) | b € M ( « , 3 ° , Ja ) 
tt&Ufcl|(a,0V)tt&Ufcl|(a,0V) := M(a,9a,r)uM(a,9a,la) 

Thiss far, we are simply checking a formula against a valuation; the treatment of 
== that follows is what makes our system a computation engine. 
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|[(ii=fe)]](a,*V )) := 

{(a,9{(a,9aa,l,laa)} )} 
0 0 
{(aö{v/q},g°,l{(aö{v/q},g°,laa)} )} 

ifif  <i,t2 a-closed, tj = t%, 
ifif  *i,<2 a-closed, t" j^t%, 
ifif  t\ = t2 an a-assignment with 

h=V,Vh=V,Vaa=ï,t%=Uv<El=ï,t%=Uv<El a a 

{(aUU {u/fl}} , 0° U {u},/") }  if h = t2 on a-osst̂ nmcnt with 
tii  = v,va =ï,t%=l,v$la 

{(aUU {f/ti},5°,/°) }  t/ ii = (2 on o-osst̂ nment u»tft 
*22 = t>,»a=t,tf =i,vela 

{(aa U {v/*i} , 3° U {v}, la)} if ti = ti an a-assignment with 
É22 = r,v0=t,* ï =l,v#la 

}}  if ti,t2 not a-closed 
andand not an a-assignment 

5.44 DFOL(U) as a Programming Language 
Wee will give a few examples of DFOL(u) formulas, viewed as programs. The 
formula a 

(x(x > y; z = x) U (x < y; z = y) 

wil ll  check whether z is equal to max(x,y). If we want to assign the maximum of 
xx and y to z, we first unassign it by existential quantification: 

3z;; ((x > y; z = x) U (x < y; z = y)) 

DFOL,, viewed as a programming language, gives a new perspective on a funda-
mentall  feature of imperative programming, the destructive assignment command 
xx :=  t. Take the command x :=  x + l that increments x. This cannot be rendered 
ass identity, for the identity x = x +1 either gives an error message (in cases where 
thee input valuation is not defined for x) or it fails, on the natural numbers at 
leastt (for there is no n € N with n = n + 1). But if we implement the use of an 
auxiliaryy ('shadow') variable x' and dynamic quantification over both x and x', 
wee can express x := x + 1 with the DFOL formula 

wheree the final 3x' is used for unassigning x' for future uses. 
Iff  we assume that each regular variable v comes with a unique shadow v' we 

cann abbreviate this as v < t; we call this safe assignment. 

5.55 Moving Closer  to DFOL(U) Semantics 
Inn the first incarnation of our executable interpretation, the program state is ei-
therr a triple (a, <?°, la) or . This means that if a statement x = t is not a-closed 
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andd not an a-assignment, the result has to be the uninformative state . For 
example,, if x = 2;x = y is computed in a state e (undefined for every variable), 
thenn the result is {{x/2, J//2}}  (there is a single output state that maps both of 
x,x, y to 2). If we interchange the statements, and compute x == y; x = 2 for input 
statee e, the result is the completely uninformative set , while the assignments 
thatt satisfy the two formulas are exactly the same. We believe we can produce 
ann interpretation that is a better approximation to the semantics of DFOL, since 
thee same valuation that satisfies the first formula satisfies also the second one. To 
accomplishh this we extend the states with some further components. The fourth 
componentt is a list of literals Pt\ n, tx = ^ ->Pti  tn, ->ti  = £2- Since as-
signmentss to global variables inside negated formulas make the computation path 
unsafe,, we will , when in the appropriate mode, save v = t as a constraint rather 
thann perform a global assignment to v. The two execution modes we distinguish 
aree B(uild) and C(onstrain). We will now present the execution mechanism as 
aa set of transition rules; in the rules where the execution mode does not matter 
butt has to remain the same during a given transition step, we will use m as a 
variablee ranging over 2?, C. Also, we will need to keep track of the set of variables 
usedd somewhere in the current list of unresolved literals. If v is used in the list of 
unresolvedd literals, a dynamic quantifier action 3v would sever the literals that 
includee v from the computation path, so we need to keep track of such situations. 
Wee will introduce a new register n° for constraint variables needed by state a. A 
statee a will now look like (a, ga, la, na, L°, m°), where 

 a is a partial valuation, 

 ga is the set of global variables, 

 la is the set of local variables, 

 n° is the set of variables needed in a stored constraint, 

 La is the list of literals stored as constraints, 

 ma is either b or c, the execution mode of the state a. 

Thee role of these components in the state transitions will become clear when 
introducee the transition rules. 

When,, in build mode, we cannot perform an atomic test or cannot execute an 
equalityy statement (either as a test or as an assignment) due to missing values 
inn the input, we store the atom after substituting the values of the current state 
andd add the variables that are still needed to the set of needed variables. When, 
inn constrain mode, we cannot perform an atomic test or execute an equality as 
aa test statement due to missing values in the input, we do the same. Then, if a 
variablee in na is assigned a value, the corresponding literals in La are updated, 
andd evaluated if they become a-closed or o-assignments (a reduction step). This 
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cann cause yet more variables from n° to be assigned values, which triggers yet 
anotherr reduction. 

5.5.11  and 0 propagation 

Forr conceptual clarity, we use an explicit failure state 0. Computation of <j> 
fromm state a fails if all ^-computation paths starting from a end in 0. We will 
sometimess need this to ensure that no further reduction attempts will be made 
onn a. Both 0 and the improper state , for 'I don't know', are treated as a states 
fromm which no recovery is possible. 

5.5.22 Atomic Predicate Test 

Inn case we cannot perform an atomic test due to missing values in the input, we 
storee the set of needed variables (those for which no values were available), along 
withh the literal. If a is the input valuation and Pt\  tn is the predicate, the 
a-instancee of Pti  tn is given by Pt\  t% , and the set of needed variables by: 
variti-.t*).variti-.t*).  A test that fails produces a transition to the failure state. It makes 
noo difference whether we are in build mode or constrain mode. 

PtPtxx  tn a-closed and ( f l , . . ., %) € I[P) 

(a,g(a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L,Laa,m,maa)) Pt-^t (a,ga,la,na,La,ma) 

Pt\Pt\  tn not a-closed 

(a,, g\ l\ na, L\ m°) Pt n (a, ga, la, na U W, L; Pf[  tan, m
a) 

Pti--tPti--tnn a-closed and (*?,...,£) £ I{P) 

WW = ««{*?..£) 

{a,g{a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L,Laa,m,maa)) Pt n 0 
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5.5.33 Equalit y 

Iff  an assignment to v makes the valuation grow, then we have to adjust the 
listt of needed variables (by removing v from it), and the list of constraints (by 
performingg the substitution v/d, where d is the computed value for v). However, 
evenn if an equality t\ = ti is an assignment for the current valuation, we need not 
alwayss perform the assignment: we will only do so when the assignment is to a 
locall  variable (dynamically bound in the current context), or to a global variable 
whilee we are in build mode. When we are in constrain mode all identities that 
aree not tests will be put on the constraint list. We will use L[v/d] for the result 
off  performing substitution [v/d] to every member of L. 

Thee simplest case is the case where t\ = £2 is a test. In this case it makes no 
differencee whether we are in build or constrain mode. Again, we model failure 
explicitlyy by means of a transition to 0. We get: 

t\t\ = *2 o-closed and t*  = 1% 

{a,g{a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L,Laa,m,maa)) ^ (a, fl°, la, n°, La, ma) 

t\t\ = t? a-closed and t\ # 1% 

{a,g{a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L,Laa,m,maa)) ^ 0 

Iff  ti = t2 is an assignment to a variable v that is local to the current context, 
thee assignment is performed, the variable v is removed from the list of needed 
variables,, and the relevant substitution [v/d] is performed on the list elements. 
Itt makes no difference whether we are in build or constrain mode: 

(« « 

(« « 

t t 

99a a 

* i i 

JJa a 

== *2 an a-assignment with t\ = v 

n\Ln\Laa,m,maa)) 'i^P ( a U H ^ y , 

== t? an a-assignment with t<i  = v 

na,L°,ma)) *^t (aU{v/t?},5°, 

,v,va a 

ll aa, , 

,v,va a 

ll aa, , 

=T,t=T,taa
22=i,v€l=i,v€l a a 

nnaa-{v},L-{v},Laa[v/q], [v/q], 

nnaa-{v},L-{v},Laa[v/^ [v/^ 

mmaa) ) 

mmaa) ) 

Iff  t\ = <2 is an assignment to a variable v that is global to the current context, 
whatt we will do depends on the execution mode. In build mode, we perform the 
assignment,, remove v from the list of needed variables, and carry out the relevant 
substitutionn [v/d] on the list elements. In constrain mode, we save the identity 
onn the list. 
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titi  = t2 an a-assignment with tx =v,va = t, t2 =X, v £ la 

(a,g(a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L,Laa,b),b) ^ (oU {v/q},ga U {v},l\na - {«} , L*[t;/f§] , 6) 

t\t\ = t2 an a-assignment with ti = v, va = t, #j  = i > u 4- ̂  

{a,g\l\n\L\c){a,g\l\n\L\c) £ (a,<A/°,na U {v},L;1« = t},c) 

t\t\ = t2 an a-assignment with t2 = v,va = t, £? =4-i v £ la 

{a,g\l{a,g\laa,n,naa,L,Laa,b),b) '*=$  (aU {v/t\},ga U {v},la,na - {v},L'[v/1fl,b) 

hh = *2 an a-assignment with t2 = v, va = |, tf[  =1, v £ la 

{a,g{a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L,Laa,c),c) ^ {a,ga,la,na U M , L ; t ? = ^,c) 

Finally,, for input states where t\ = t2 is neither an assignment nor a test, we 
savee the identity on the list. 

titi  = t2 not an a-assignment and not a-closed _ , , 

(a,^a, /a,na,L a,ma)) '-*=*? (a,ga,la,na U W,L;t? = *§,m°) 

5.5.44 Predicate Test Reduction 

Forr efficiency reasons, we indicate the results of a reduction resulting in failure 
byy means of a transition to 0. This prevents the futile application of other rules 
too the state: we make sure that there are no transitions from 0. 

Duee to the fact that identity statements make the valuation grow, test predi-
catess on the unresolved literal list may turn into grounded literals (literals with-
outt variables, i.e., 0-closed literals), in which case we can perform the test. It 
doess not matter where a test literal occurs on the list. We indicate this with 
L(PtiL(Pti  - - tn). In the same context, L() indicates the result of removing all occur-
rencess of Pti  tn from the list L. 
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Pt\Pt\  t„  grounded and (ti,...,£„) € I(P) 

(a ,^ , /a,n° ,L(Pt1- - - t n) ,ma)) - ^ (a,f l
0,/a,n°,L(),ma) 

Pt\Pt\  tn grounded and ( t i , . . ., tn) £ I(P) 

(a,g(a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L{Pt,L{Pt11---t---tnn),m),maa)) - ^ 0 

Pt\Pt\ ---tn grounded and (ti,...,tn) £ I(P) 

{a,g{a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L(^Pt,L(^Pt11---t---tnn),m),maa)) - ^ (a,ga,la,na,LQ,ma) 

PtiPti --tn grounded and {ti,...,tn) € I{P) 

{a,g{a,gaa,l,laa,L(-^Pt,L(-^Pt11---t---tnn),m),maa)) - ^ 0 

5.5.55 Equalit y Test Reduction 

Inn case an equality or inequality on the unresolved literal list is a test for the 
currentt input, the treatment is as for atomic tests. 

h,hh,h grounded and ti = ti 

( a ^ V ^ L ^ t a ^ m ' )) - ^ (a,ga,la,na,LQ,ma) 

ti,tti,t22 grounded and t\ ^ t2 

{a,g{a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L{t,L{t11=t=t 22),m),maa)) - ^ 0 

ti,tti,t22 grounded and t\ ^ t2 

( a . ^ V - . n ' S L H i ^ t ^ m0 )) - ^ (a,ga,la,na,LQ,ma) 

ti,tti,t22 grounded and t\ = t2 

{a,g{a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L{-,t,L{-,tll 22),m),maa)) -^> 0 

5.5.66 Assignment Reduction 

Iff  an equality occurs anywhere in the unresolved literal list that is an assignment 
forr the current input, then it can be used to extend the input valuation, provided 
wee are in build mode. 
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(a (a 

(a (a 

(a (a 

,9,9a a 

(a (a 

ggaa, , 

,9,9a a 

l\ l\ 

99a a 

ll aa, , 

t\t\ = t2 an a-assignment with t\ = v, va = 

,l,laa,n,naa,L(t,L(t11 22),b)^(aU{v/tZ},g),b)^(aU{v/tZ},gaa,l,la a 

titi  = t2 an a-assignment with t\ = v, va = 

nnaa,L(h,L(h = t2),b) -U {aö{v/t%},gaU{v} 

titi  = t2 an a-assignment with t2 =v,va = 

,Z°,, n«, L{h = t2), b) -  ̂ (a U {v/t\},ga,la 

t\t\ = t2 an a-assignment with t2 = v,va = 

nfl ,L(* ii  = t2),b) - ^ (oU{ ( j / t J } ) 5
0uM 

=t,*S S 
,n,naa--

, n ° --

,'°,n« « 

=4,,, v€l* 

M,I()[t;/<S],6 ) ) 

'-M,L()[^],& ) ) 

=4,, v e la 

{v},L()[v/n),b) {v},L()[v/n),b) 

l -M,L( )) [«/<?], 6) 

5.5.77 Quantification 

Iff  we encounter a quantifier 3u in a state with a list L with at least one literal 
withh v occurring in it, then we are in trouble. The bookkeeping device for the 
sett of needed variables for list reduction is na. In case v € na, there is nothing 
wee can do but go to the state of irrecoverable error. The reason is that there is 
ann unresolved test involving v on the list, and that test cannot be postponed any 
further. . 

vv ena 

(a,g(a,gaa,l,laa,n,naa,L*,m,L*,maa)) -^>

Iff  3v is executed in a state (a, oa, /a,na,L a,ma) , and none of the literals in 
LL needs v, we throw away the old a-value of v (if any), and put v in the local 
variablee register. 

(a a 99a a ll a a nna a TTa a mmaa) ) 

ve ve 
3v 3v 

dom(a),vdom(a),v £ na 

{a-{v/v{a-{v/vaa},g},ga a ii aa u M , nna a mmaa) ) 
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5.5.88 Negat ion 

Ass the treatment of negation is rather involved, some preliminary definitions are 
useful.. Here is a definition of a reduced computation. 

aa —> r b := either a —  b and there is no b' with b —̂-> b' 

orr a —  ai —ï  - ^ b, and there is no b' with b -̂ -> b'. 

Wee define a° by means of: 

(a,, s°, r , na, L Laa,, ma)° :=  (a, dom{a), 0, na, La, c). 

InIn other words, a° denotes the result of putting the list of global variables of a 
equall  to the domain of the valuation, making the list of local variables of a empty, 
andd putting the state in constrain mode. 

Inn terms of —> r we define the set of all outcomes of computations <fi  starting 
fromm a°, as follows: 

O.fo)) := { b | a° -Ur b} . 

Inn other words, Oa(0) is the set of all fully reduced output states that are the 
resultt of executing <f>  in state a0. 

Next,, note that if we take care to always execute formulas in the scope of 
negationn in constrain mode (this is part of the definition of a°), no global assign-
mentt ever takes place (as is easily verified by inspection of the rules). In constrain 
mode,, instead of assigning a new value to a global variable v, we put a constraint 
onn v on the list. In other words, the members b of Oa(0) will all be safe, in the 
sensee that they all will satisfy gb = dom(a). 

Thee members of Oa(<f>)  fall in the following categories: 

 b is simple if b has the form (6, gb, lb, 0,0, c). A simple state is one with an 
emptyy list of literals. 

 b is constrained if b has the form (6, gb, lb, n°, L°, c), with na ^ 0, L ^ 0. 

 b = 0: the failed state. 

 b = : the don't know state. 

Inn cases where the set of outcomes Oa(0) contains at least one simple state, we 
knoww that the embedded computation has succeeded, so the computation of -y<j> 
fromm a should fail (we should get an explicit transition to 0): 

bb € Oa(0) with b simple. 
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Iff  Oa(0) = {0} , we know that the embedded computation has failed, so the 
computationn of - 0 from a should succeed: 

Iff  the set Oa(<£) — {0}  is non-empty and contains only constrained states, we 
cann dualize it. If I is an atom or identity A, then Ï is its negation ->A; if c is a 
negatedd atom or identity ->A, then c is the unnegated literal A. We call c the 
complementt of c. 

Dualisationn of a list of constrained states means constructing all lists of literals 
thatt result from picking the complement of a literal on the constraint list of each 
off  the constrained states, provided no variable in such a literal is in the local 
variablee list. 

Thee reason for the proviso is that negating a constraint with an existentially 
quantifiedd variable cannot be expressed as a literal constraint on variables. At a 
laterr stage we might wish to take such 'universal constraints' on board as well, 
butt here we refrain from doing so, and in such cases we simply admit defeat and 
givee up. The function U from lists of states to V{{»}) indicates whether dualizing 
aa list of states gives rise to universal constraints: 

" " TrnTrn__ . x , L j if for some j with 1 < j < n, var(LbJ) n lhj ^ 0, 
U{bU{buu...,b...,bnn)) := ^ 

otherwise. . 
Extractingg the dual lists of constraints from a list of constrained states is done 
withh D, defined as follows: 

D{hD{hltlt...,..., bn) := {(ci ; n)\cje Lb* , var[Cj) n lhj = 0 for 1 < j < n}. 

Sincee a set of states represents the disjunction of all the possible execution 
pathss to the present, and the list of literals in each state is to be read as a 
conjunction,, the dualization is simply the result of negating the whole disjunction 
whilee keeping the disjunctive form. E.g., if bi has constraint list Lx = (Px; Rxy) 
andd b2 has constraint list L2 = (Qx; ->Sxz), and x, y £ lbl, x, z £ Zb2, then 

£>(bi,, b2) = {(^Px; -Qx), (-Px; Sxz), {^Rxy; -Qx), (-.Rxy; Sxz)}. 

Iff  L is a list of literals, var[L) is its list of needed variables. 
Wee now use dualization to compute the continuations of a state a, given 

negatedd constrained states b i , . . ., bn. Assume that a has the form (o, ga, la, n°, La, ma) 

Da(b1 ). . . ,bn ) :={(a, f l
0U^rn aUt;aKi ' ) ) i

o; i ' ,m a) |L '€r i (b 1, . . . ,bn ) }UC/(bi ) . . . ,bn ) . . 

wheree vL' is the set of global variables present on V. 
Thee next rule uses dualisation to compute appropriate lists of literals. 
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Finally,, we need a rule to specify the cases where the negation cannot be 
correctlyy computed. This happens when  G Oa(0), while Oa(0) does not contain 
anyy simple states. 

5.5.99 Composition, Union, Bounded Search/Choice 

Nothingg out of the ordinary here. Using a, b, c as shorthand for (a, ga, la,na,La, m°) 
etc,, we get: 

aa —>  b 
a a 

a a 

 b b -=> c 

aa  c 

—>  b b —  c 

aa —  a a —y c 

aa  ̂ {a,ga,la,na,La,ma) ^U b 
;; t° = t ^ ! l ; <° = JV 

(a,5a,;°,na,L a,ma)) -*-  (a,5°,/a,na,L a,ma) -*-  b 

11 I 11» . /fc ^ ' 

(a,<7Va,<Z,f l ,m°)) U ^ 4*  (a,g*,la,na,La,m*) ^ 

[a,g[a,g ,i ,n,L , m) » D = = < < 

(a ,sVa,na,£a,m0)) - ^ b 
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5.66 Ways of Running the Dynamo Execution 
Process s 

Itt is convenient to define the outcome of a Dynamo computation process as a set 
off  reduced states. Let a valuation a be given. Then the state based on a is the 
statee sa given by: 

(a,, dom(a),0,0,0,o). 

Thee result of running <f>  from state sa is given by: 

RRSaSa{(f>){(f>)  := { b | 3a such that sa —>  a - ^ b} . 

Inn other words, the result will not contain states with grounded literals on their 
constraintt lists, for such grounded literals represent tests that can be applied, and 
theyy will be applied during the —  steps. 

Inn addition, it may be useful to check the constraint lists for consistency, by 
meanss of applying a rule like the following: 

leLhleL leLhleL 
(a,£Va,na,L a,mf l )) - ^ 0 

Ass a special case, we have execution from the state of minimal information 
s«,, = (0,0,0,0,0,6). 

Alsoo special is the case where Dynamo execution starts out from a test state 
forr <f), i.e., from an initial valuation a with var[<f>)  C dom(a), where var[<j>)  is the 
listt of variables that occur dynamically free in 0. One should be able to prove 
thatt if execution starts out from a test state for <f>  the states that result from the 
executionn will not be constrained. 

AA final possibility that should be noted here is execution of <f>  from an initial 
statee that imposes a list of constraints L, say with valuation a: 

(a,(a, dom(a), 0, var(Ls), L$,b). 

Thiss can be useful for putting initial constraints on computed solution sets. 

5.77 Faithfulness to DFOL(U) 
Thee new notion of state of a computation requires us to redefine also the notion 
off  faithfulness to DFOL(U): now, a state will represent possible valuations in the 
followingg way: 
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rr {b € Dv | a C è,V/ € La(Af K 0}  if * g {#,0} , 
Fa:= ii }  ifa = «, 

00 if a = 0. 

Noticee that there is no guarantee that Fa ^ 0 even if a / 0; there might be 
noo valuation b that simultaneously satisfies all the ungrounded literals. 

5.7.1.. THEOREM (CONDITIONAL FORWARD PROPERTY). Suppose a—> b, with 
ll aa u gb C dom(a), n° C n6, L6 extends La. Then a<d implies there is a b' y b 

withwith d -£+ti. 

5.7.2.. THEOREM (FAITHFULNESS TO D F O L ( U ) ) . The execution mechanism is 
faithfulfaithful to DFOL(u), in the following sense: for all M, <f>:  if a —> b, b ^ , 
ll aa U gb C dom(a), then either: 

 b  ̂ 0 and for all a' e Fa there is ab1 e Fb with o'[0]£* , 

 b=0and for all a' € Fa, [<£] £*  = 0 

Froo/.. By induction on the structure of <f>.  We will show the proof for the case of 
negationn for illustration. 

Assumee that there are a, b such that a —t b, b ^ , la U gb C dom(a). 
Assumee further that b / 0. Then, we must prove that for all a' G Fa there is a 
tfeFfcwitha'fofótfeFfcwitha'fofó44. . 

Iff  b ^ 0, there are two main possibilities: 

 b = a. This happens when Oa{4>)  = 0. In turn, by inductive hypothesis, 
wee know that if Oa(<f>)  = 0, then Oa>((f>)  = 0 for any a' G Fa. 

 be a{Oa{(t>)  - {0}) , with all members of Oa{<f>)  — {0}  constrained. We know 
thatt for all members of  a(b i , . .. ,bn) , the variables from the newly added 
constraintss are in the global variable list gb. Since by hypothesis / "U ^ C a, 
extendingg a will not produce any simple b € Oa>{<f>)\  all the atoms in the 
literall  lists of Oa'(0) ^ ^ De already grounded. Otherwise the elements of 
OOaa'' {(f>)  will not be 0 or  because of the inductive hypothesis. Then, the 
listss of literals in the elements of Dal{Oa>{<j>)  - {0} ) will be the same as for 
a,, which means that the new dualized states will simply be extensions of 
thee previous ones. 

Iff  b = 0, then this means that there is a simple element of Oa{<j>)  — {0} ; 
byy inductive hypothesis, the corresponding element of Oa> {<!>)  — {0}  will also be 
simple,, therefore \<j>\^  = 0 -\ 
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5.88 Conclusion 

Wee have presented an interpretation of DFOL formulas as programs, and an ex-
ecutionn mechanism for DFOL(U). This allows us to write imperative programs 
whichh have a declarative semantics, which in turn makes it very simple to verify 
thatt programs perform the tasks for which they are written; however, the treat-
mentt of negation is a bit involved, and universal quantification usually results 
inn the  state. Seeking a way to solve this problem, we decided that since we 
weree trying to approximate the semantics of the logic, we might as well do it 
withh semantic tableaux [Smu68]. In the next chapter we will present a calculus 
designedd for the verification of DFOL programs; later we will present the tableau 
enginee which went into the latest version of Dynamo. 


